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CATTLE FODDER AND HUMAN NUTRITION

WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO BIOLOGICAL NITROGEN FIXATION

By A. I. VIRTANEN

25 text-figures, 31 tables. 8s. 6d. net

The problems dealt with in this timely book are of growing interest to research workers, teachers and farmers. Professor Virtanen examines the influence of biological nitrogen fixation and of the symbiosis of leguminous plants and legume bacteria upon fodder and milk production; shows, on the basis of his own investigations, both the importance and possibility of preserving the same vitamin potency of milk winter and summer; and suggests an improved method of fodder preservation. He concludes with a general survey of the problems in their relation to human nutrition.

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS
PLANT BIOLOGY
An Outline of the Principles underlying
Plant Activity and Structure

By H. GODWIN

83 text-figures. 7s. 6d. net

This well-known modern book, "bearing the hall-mark of individuality" as Nature says, and now in its Third Edition, has been revised throughout by the author. A good deal of new matter is added, including chapters on The Fern Plant and The Flower and the Seed.

"It is a pleasure to be able unreservedly to recommend this book, not only to medical and other students preparing for examinations which include biology, but to all who wish to know how plants live and what part they play in the world."

The Cambridge Review
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VITAMINS
in Theory and Practice

By Dr Leslie HARRIS

Based on a Series of Lectures given at The Royal Institution

66 illustrations. 10s. net

"Dr Harris's popular book has been only slightly enlarged, but all the important recent discoveries receive due notice.... The vigilance with which this revision has been carried out is exemplary; the reader is brought right up to date in a rapidly changing subject."

The Lancet

Up-to-date, delightfully written, authoritative, a most valuable addition to current vitamin literature; of value to every biochemist.

Science

Informative, meticulously accurate... an undoubted success.

Nature

Gives all the essential facts, and many interesting sidelights, numerous striking and unusual illustrations.

Science News Letter

An excellent survey, the best at present available, should have a wide appeal: a standard text book which is destined to become a classic.

Medical Times
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